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TABLE IV
VARIANCE INFERENCE FOR THE SHAPE DESCRIPTORS USING THE CHI-SQUARE
DISTRIBUTION AT A 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
where is the estimation resolution (0.5 yr), is the descriptor
parameter vector, is its mean vector determined from the re-
gression curve for a given age , and is the covariance matrix
of the descriptors over the training set. Since the prior proba-
bility is uniform, thesample distribution functionplays a signif-
icantroleinestimatinggrowthageusingtheBayesianapproach.
This is more accurate than a simple regression algorithm or a
canonical-correlation-based approach where a sample distribu-
tion function is not considered.
Without loss of generality, we assume the same variance for
all age groups. An interval estimation of variance for different
descriptors is inferred by using the Chi-square distribution with
95% confidence interval. This is shown in Table IV.
By minimizing the risk function of (3), we then have
(6)
The estimated age “ ” was computed using the trapezoidal nu-
merical integration method.
A hold-one-out approach was used, where one sample was
excluded and and were obtained from the remaining data
set in order to estimate the age of the excluded sample. Using
the feature vector [PCC MOM EMR], the Bayesian algorithm
produced 82% 3% and 84% 3% accuracy for males and fe-
males, respectively. The mean error was estimated with a 95%
confidence interval. The estimation error was higher for very
young children, which could be attributed to the assumption of
equalvarianceforallagegroups.Wesuggestthatamoresophis-
ticated model for variance, which requires far more samples for
both sexes, would lead to a lower relative error.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Inthepast,skeletalageassessmenthasbeentediousandunre-
liableduetohumaninteractioninpediatricageassessment.This
processcouldbefacilitatedbytheautomatedsystempresentedin
thispaper.Themainprocessingblocksofthesystemsuchasseg-
mentation, description, and estimation are typical constituents
of most computer vision solutions for healthcare systems. How-
ever, a number of unique characteristics pertaining to hand ra-
diographshavenecessitatedaknowledge-basedapproachtoboth
bonesegmentationandlocalization.Anumberofinferenceswas
madefromanatomicalandopticaldensityknowledgeofhandra-
diographs.Thelargeopticaldensityrangehasmeantthataglobal
segmentation approach, such as conventional edge detection or
thresholding could not be used. A local knowledge-based seg-
mentationapproachbasedonactiveshapemodelsprovedtobea
robust alternative; however, for this approach, hierarchical bone
localization was a prerequisite. Quantitative assessment of the
segmentation accuracy is extremely difficult in medical images
due to the fuzzy nature of object edges, and qualitative assess-
ment becomes a viable alternative. This is particularly the case
forskeletalassessmentwhenthemanualdetectionofsuchfuzzy
edgesisinitselfcoarseandsubjective.
At the next level of the analysis hierarchy, a set of three pa-
rameters describing bone shape was extracted to quantify the
appearance variations of bones with respect to growth age. A
shape descriptor (PCC) was obtained from ASM segmentation
by using the Hotelling transformation from the data to the fea-
ture space. The other two descriptors were the shape moment
of the proximal part of the phalanx (MOM), and the ratio of
epiphysis width to metaphysis width (EMR). These descriptors
exhibitedlargecorrelationwithgrowthandwereselected bythe
finite interception test (at a 5% level of significance) for the age
estimation feature vector. Other descriptors that also correlated
to growth were discarded by the test. This could be explained
by a colinear relationship with correlation.
Age estimation based on the Bayesian principle was ap-
plied to the significant growth-related parameters, and this
has yielded a level of accuracy ( 82%) comparable to that
of pediatric radiologists. Other authors have reported lower
accuracy (75% and 63%) based on computer image analysis of
the phalanx and carpal regions, respectively [6]. It should be
noted that skeletal age estimation could be further improved,
using the proposed system in this paper, by using more samples
to accurately model the shape descriptors’ variance.
Atdifferent stages of maturity, it is possible for various bones
to be more advanced or retarded due to growth abnormality.
Therefore, a more precise estimation may be achieved by
segmenting more bones in a hand radiograph. However, carpal
bones appear in the later stages of growth and are continuously
deformed throughout the growth process. In these cases, more
general-purpose localization and contour detection methods
such as genetic algorithms and active contour models are
suggested to initially approximate the bone shape. This shape
approximation would then be improved by continuing the
segmentation process using the ASM algorithm.
The proposed automated assessment system, in this paper,
is robust and reliable and free from inter–intra inconsistencies,
which can result from different radiologists’ assessment or even
from the same radiologist at different times. Experience shows
that these inconsistencies can be up to 15%. Furthermore, age
assessmentsbasedonmethodsproposedbymedicalatlasessuch
as the TW2 method relate only to the populations considered in
the atlases, whereas the proposed approach can be adapted to
other populations with different growth rates. The only require-
ment is that growth estimation is obtained from the training set
of the target population.
APPENDIX
SUMMARY OF THE ASM CONTOUR DETECTION ALGORITHM
is the detected contour in the th iteration, the edge
point candidates. , , and are contour direction, scale,
and center parameters, respectively. is a local frame where